Sherman’s Under Laminate heating is discreetly installed between the
screed and the laminate flooring, allowing the heat to rise gently
through the floor. It delivers the heat directly to the living area with a
minimum heat loss, and no dry heated air to aggravate allergies or
asthma. Laminate heating is installed much like under tile heating but
under laminate pads can also be purchased. The pads are installed in
the same way as under carpet heating between the under veldt and
Laminate floor.
Our under Laminate heaters are:
They are Safety tested and are installed with a floor
sensor in order to control the heater at a set
temperature of 27deg maximum, Eliminating excessive
heating of the laminate flooring.
Our under laminate heaters are discreetly hidden
between the screed and laminate flooring, with no
visible elements or summer time storage hassles.
Sherman’s under Laminate heaters take effect within
1hour after switching it on, and will heat the area as
and when you need it.
Our under Laminate heaters are
products
and come with a factory backed warranty of 10 years on
the cable system and 5 years on the heating pads.
A Programmable thermostat can be installed and set to
cool down when you are not at your home, and heat up
prior to your arrival, thus saving you on your electricity
consumption, Analogue controllers also available.

Under Laminate heating is completely repairable so in
the unlikely event of guarantee claim, you can
rely on Sherman’s Projects to ensure your
Satisfaction and have you up and running in no
Time at all

Sherman’s Laminate Heating can be installed in any room,
Wet or dry and is perfectly discreetly hidden and
Safe, and assists in eliminating summertime storage problems.
It heats within 1 hour so no more climbing out of your
hot shower or bath onto a cold floor.

TELL: 086 1993 338, FAX: 086 1993 337,
EMAIL: admin@shermans.co.za

